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COVID – 19: Golf Club Resource

Part 1: Communication

Clear and regular communication with staff, volunteers, members and

the community is critical in the current situation that golf clubs are

dealing with due to Covid-19. To understand the different ways that golf

clubs are approaching communication in a time of crisis, we went out

to a number of managers and club leaders around the country with the

following questions;

There is a lot of information being given out at the moment.  What

ways are you finding effective to communicate the required

information to your members?

What opportunities have you taken to communicate with the local

community about the club and facilities during this difficult time?

How are you staying connected with your employees through this

period when people are having to work remotely?

Over the next pages are their responses to our questions.



We have been sticking to consistency with information

going out to membership. Every Wednesday in the normal

world we send a newsletter and we have stuck to this,

members know it is coming and the continuation of the

newsletter through these difficult times has been well and

truly received by them.  We only have one voice coming

out of the Club from all sectors and this makes sure what

information going out is correct. There has been a huge

amount of publications on different issues within the

lockdown and we have always waited until the exact

guidelines have been known before sending out a

communication to members. Our communication lines to

our membership have been well received.
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There is a lot of information being given out at the

moment.  What ways are you finding effective to

communicate the required information to your members?

Warren Collett

Manawatu Golf Club

Shelley Duncan

Otago Golf Club

We have been communicating to our members by our

club newsletter, Facebook and I have been calling

members as well.

Hastings Golf Club

Michelle Campbell

We have concentrated on traditional email newsletters to

our members. Have kept these more frequent and each

issue is covered in one newsletter only to keep it concise.
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Aiden Berry

Pegasus Golf and Sports Club

Hayden McCallum

Waitemata Golf Club

Avondale Golf Club

Richard Sinclair

Norm Rapson

Palmerston North Golf Club

We have been using our members email newsletter weekly,

the members only Facebook page has been a great way for

us to not only communicate but allowing members a virtual

community keeping them engaged with us and each other. 

Email is definitely the most effective. We are using this really

frequently and receiving a lot of positive responses back.

Open rate is sitting around 75%. People would rather know

what is happening regardless of whether it is good or bad.

Value ads like pro tips have gone well too. 

Club email database for "official" info then Facebook. I have

actively opened my phone to calls and responded to many

emails directly from members, any time.

Weekly newsletters or at times required with links to specific

items. Phone contact with all members undertaken by staff,

committee and board members.
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Michelle Towersey

Tauranga Golf Club

Andrew Jackson

Muriwai Golf Club

Titirangi Golf Club

Richard Nauck

With all our communication, we want it to answer to two

key criteria:
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Bulk email & Facebook. Just when I have something to say

and avoiding over communicating as my own inbox has

been bombarded with well-meaning emails.

The main one is Mailchimp newsletters. We have 800 or so

subscribers, mainly members. The click rate at the moment

is over 70%.

Does it avoid “white noise”?  This concept borrows

from the study of hearing, where if there is too much

ambient noise or “white noise”, it can significantly

reduce the ability to hear.  In communication, if you

bombard your members with too much, then nothing

really gets communicated. To avoid ‘white noise’ – is it

essential, is it necessary, what key purpose does it

fulfil.

How many channels of our omnichannel strategy can this particular

communication reach?  Obviously right now, all of our in-person channels

have been negated.  So can this piece of communication be effectively

communicated via email, Facebook, Instagram or app

Measuring is always key to looking at effectiveness.  

Emails are showing an increased open rate: 21% growth.

Facebook and Instagram viewership has also increased average 42%

growth (although we cannot extrapolate how much of this is members) 

We are exploring using Facebook live for our next update as well.
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Dylan Lindstrom

Royal Wellington

Leo Barber

Paraparaumu Beach Golf Club

Pupuke Golf Club

Matthew Owen

We have a weekly newsletter that we have continued to

send out to our members throughout the lockdown. This

includes information relating to the club, interesting stories

from our members, recipes from our chef and interesting

articles. For information specific to covid-19 and its effect

on our club, we send specific newsletters or emails. We

have also used social media to give updates on the course

and, as it is our 125th anniversary, to share interesting

articles on the history of our club.

Regular bulk email updates.  Keeping these very transparent

– sharing planning, interpreting government decisions,

updating financial implications i.e. subsidy success and staff

retention, course conditions.  We have also used video as a

way of demonstrating with pictures course conditions

which placed a lot of peoples fear about lack of

maintenance at ease.  Social media has been used more as a

way to keep the golf course in people’s minds with beautiful

imagery. 

Email is still the most effective. We have noticed that the

percentage of emails that have been opened during this

period is up about 20% higher than our normal weekly

correspondence.
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Aiden Berry

Pegasus Golf and Sports Club

What opportunities have you taken to

communicate with the local community about

the club and facilities during this difficult time?

We have stayed connected to the Pegasus community

through the residents Facebook pages, our official Page, and

the local business community – promoting those around

us. We also stay in close contact with key partners in golf

throughout this period. 

Megan Calder

Omokoroa Golf Club

We aren’t targeting community/green fees at this time, as

we will have limited tee time availability if golf is within

bubbles only under alert level 3.   So we will restrict play to

looking after our members as the priority.   We do not

believe we will have enough space to take visitors without

turning away members wanting to play.

We did use a community Facebook post as a request for the community to

please stay off the greens during lockdown, as we were seeing issues of

people/dogs/cyclists riding across greens with the golf course unattended.
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Otago Golf Club

Shelley Duncan

We have had some articles in The Otago Daily Times, also

on TV as well as Facebook.
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Giles Beal

Russley Golf Club

Social media - updates on the greens, and running a

lockdown challenge open to all, with a separate junior

competition attached, also bring in sponsors

Warren Collett

Manawatu Golf Club

Our website and Social Media have been our main focus at

present. Our website is always updated with any new

information received. Likewise, Facebook has all the latest

Covid-19 releases and in particular from NZ Golf. Our

neighbours on the golf course have now all got involved as

they have become the security for the Club. Some are not

members but it is nice they have taken some pride in what

we deliver and who we are beside them. 

Hayden McCallum

Waitemata Golf Club

We have used this as a real positive. Celebrate the fact that

they can use our area for exercise when we can’t play golf. I

made a couple posts in the Devonport local page which

created positive community interaction. I’m currently

building a club app over the next week and part of that will

include an online click and collect options for our café. I’m

going to roll this out to our members and also encourage

the local community to download it.
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They will be able to buy their coffee on there and pick it up on the way through

when they are doing their exercise. There will also be push notification functions

on the app which means we will be able to be even more connected. 

Travis Gawler

Hamilton Golf Club

Facebook – Hamilton Golf Club + St Andrews Residents

group. By email encouraged members to walk the course

and engage positively with local non golfers doing the

same.
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Lee-Anne Clark

Ohope International Golf Club

Nothing specifically while there are so many unknowns.  I

spoke this morning with our local radio salesperson to

discuss how we might re-start our airtime once we know

the next alert level if it allows us to re-open the course in

some capacity.  Likewise, I plan to take some advertising

space in our local newspaper in due course.

Dylan Lindstrom

Royal Wellington

Leo Barber

Paraparaumu Beach Golf Club

Mostly our connection is through our members that reside

on the border of our club and through social media. We

have also been in direct contact with the local council,

keeping them up to date with our activity and any shared

interests

We have preferred to let NZ Golf communicate the

collective thoughts and advocacy rather than undertake this

at a local level which could lead to mixed messages.
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Matthew Owen

Pupuke Golf Club

We have been using Neighbourly to communicate with the

local community, i.e. requests to not play football on the

greens etc! We are about to start a social media campaign to

get pictures, information and experiences for those who

have been using the course but aren’t members during this

time.
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Sandy March

Helensville Golf Club

Giles Beal

Russley Golf Club

Michelle Campbell

Hastings Golf Club

Zoom and Microsoft Teams.   All key staff are able to work

remotely

Regular calls and zoom with dept heads, emails to staff and

each department has their own ‘chat room’.
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How are you staying connected with your

employees through this period when people are

having to work remotely?

We have instigated a staff newsletter and invited

contribution from employees to how we will operate post

Covid. Had some amazing and unexpected responses.
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Dylan Lindstrom

Royal Wellington

We have set up WhatsApp groups with an all staff group, as

well as groups for the individual teams. Our management

team meet at least once a week using Google Duo and we

have meetings with committee members using Duo or

Zoom. 



Aiden Berry

Pegasus Golf and Sports Club

Warren Collett

Manawatu Golf Club

Hayden McCallum

Waitemata Golf Club

Messenger staff chat, phone call to staff weekly, email

comms to staff every 3-4 days on average. In addition to the

members Facebook page.

We have seven “Heads of Departments” and likewise we

meet weekly in the real world. We have continued to have

these regular meeting via zoom and this has worked out

exceptionally well. All HOD’s have been given the role to

liaise with their respective staffing groups, mainly around

how they are coping in the lockdown and if there is

anything they need. I have been in contact on a daily basis

with individuals but as a group weekly. Together we are all

making plans for when we come out of this.

Social media, zoom meetings and phone calls. I’m trying to

keep everyone positive, giving them work from home

where I can and keep them motivated. It is absolutely

critical to keep the team motivated so that when we are

back to normal, we will hit the ground running and smash

it!

Mike Hrynkiw

Totaradale Golf

Club

Email, phone and text.

The Committee has

had regular Zoom

meetings.
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Palmerston

North Golf Club

Regular calls, messenger

and Zoom Happy Hour.

Attachments on similar

updates for the board.

Norm Rapson


